NEW ARRIVAL

FIRST 14 SE
FEATURES:
Naval architect:

Manuard YD

LOA (m.):

4.30 m

Beam (m.):

1.70 m

Displacement (kg.):

70 kg

OTHER:
EASY HANDLING

Fuel tank (l.):

The First 14 SE is a very easy-to-handle sport dinghy
thanks to the ingenious design – a wide, stable hull; a big,
clean and ergonomic cockpit: simplified control lines;
furling and the self-tacking jib; gennaker snuffer system
and no trapeze.

Fresh water (l.):
Max Engine Power (cv):
Propulsion:
CE Certification:

The First 14 SE – Seascape Edition delivers the
excitement, speed and fun of high-performance racing
skiffs in a modern, accessible, safe and really easy-tohandle sport dinghy. The build quality and the high-tech
materials allow you to push the boat in stronger winds,
while excessive sail area empowers the sailor in light wind
conditions. With smart removable wheels and easy
transport on the car-roof, she is the perfect answer to an
active lifestyle.

D2

SAILING EXPERIENCE
First 14 SE introduces the world of modern racing skiffs
to recreational sailors in an accessible, stable and easy-tohandle sport dinghy. She is designed to be sailed without
trapeze, and you can easily adjust the sail area depending
on the wind strength or crew size, without compromising
sailing experience, thanks to two centreboard positions.
This high-performance, fast and exciting sailing boat will
directly connect you with the elements – the sea and
wind. But on the other hand, developing One Design
Class allows you to become a part of the largest
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recreational community of like-minded sailors. It enables
you to test your skills on the racecourse and enjoy good
company ashore.
MOBILITY 2.0
Freedom on the water is enhanced with unique
removable wheels that will allow you to explore distant
shores without the need to return to the starting point.
Most hidden, wild and beautiful beaches are now as easily
accessible as never before.
On land, she is light enough to be transported on the car's
roof so you will be able to take her everywhere with you.
Thanks to a flat bench design, she can be easily
transported and two-part mast and equipment easily fit
into the hull, so the car's trunk remains free for your
family belongings.
Previous
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